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"A Frequent Bombing of Khan Al Sheih and Daraa Camps, 

Coincided with Opening a new Headquarter for the Palestine 

Embassy in Damascus" 

 
 

 Targeting a Car with an Explosive Bomb on the Entrance of Al Muzareeb 

Compound Southern Syria 

 A Palestinian Refugee from Daraa Camp was Missed Several Days Ago 

 The Syria Security continues arresting Dr. hayel Hmeed for the fourth year 

respectively  
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Recent Updates 

The opening of the new Palestine Embassy headquarter in  Damascus on 

August 28, 2016, created a wave of angry reactions and comments 

amongst the Palestinians of Syria refugees, where the opening coincided 

with targeting some Palestine camps and the continuation of the suffering 

of thousands of Palestinians of Syria refugees in detention centers or in 

places of displacement. 

 

One the commentators said, "They sold the Palestinians in Syria and 

reconciled," another added, "Now we know that the reason for the 

frequent visits of the organization delegation to Syria that were for 

relations and real estates and not to neutralize the camps and releasing 

the detainees". Others accused the Palestinian Authority by saying, "it 

has sold its people and martyrs in Syria who were killed mostly by the 

hands of the Syrian regime”. 

Others said, “the Palestinian Authority provided the blood of 

Palestinians of Syria as a sacrifice to the Syrian Regime,”. Others 
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insured that opening the embassy is like a reward to the Palestine 

Authority for waiving the Palestinians of Syria rights.  

It is mentioned that the Palestinians of Syria appealed the Palestine 

Embassy in Damascus tens of times to interfere releasing the Palestinian 

detainees from the Syrian prions and stopping the siege of Yarmouk and 

the frequents bombing, which target the Palestinian camps in Syria 

specially airstrikes and explosive barrels such as the most recently 

bombing of Khan Al Sheih camp.  

The Palestinian activists insured that there were no responses by the 

Palestine Embassy in a practical way after the appeals.  

In the meantime, the Syrian regime forces targeted Khan Al Sheih 

vicinity, they launched surface-to-surface rockets Fil type on Skaik and 

AL Saeed streets, one of the rockets hit a house for a refugee in Al Saeed 

Street, which spread panic and fear among the residents and only led to 

material damages in the house.   

 

The past few weeks witnessed a rapid escalation number of airstrikes that 

targeted Khan AL Sheih camp for Palestinian refugees in Damascus 
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Suburb. The airstrikes resulted in dozens of victims and wounded from 

the residents of the camp and the displaced families, who escaped the 

bombing and explosive barrels in the surrounding towns and villages. It 

is referred that AGPS documented 182 victims from Khan Al Sheih camp 

who died since the beginning of the war in Syria.  

Daraa Camp for Palestinian refugees was exposed to bombing by the 

Syrian Regime with tanks shells, where they targeted separate areas in 

the camp and only led to material damages. It is worthy to mention that 

70% of the camps’ buildings were exposed to completely and partial 

damages due to the frequent bombing using shells and explosive barrels.  

On the other hand, Daraa camp residents suffer of severe crisis in basic 

services due to the mass destruction because of the frequent bombing that 

targeted the camp and led to mass destruction in the infrastructure.   

It is referred that most of the camp families were forced to leave the camp 

but few people because of the poor conditions, where the basic services 

are semi-absent specially the health, power and drinking water.  

In Al Muzareeb southern Syria, it was reported that an explosive bomb 

targeted a High Lux car for Artiliray Group of the Opposition, where it 

was planted on the sidewalk near Al muzareeb entrance, which led to 

material damages in the car without any wounded.  

Assassinations operations in Syria are considered a worrying source for 

the refugees due to the increased in the pace of assassinations that 

targeted the people of the area. A residents describe the events as it 

threatens the town specially the doer is unknown in light of the chaos in 
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the area, which was most recently targeting Wael Mohammed Al Masri in 

Al Muzareeb town while getting out of the mosque.  

Activists insured that the assassinations have been escalated over the past 

months in Daraa, where12 assassination only in April 2016, including 

Palestinian refugees, while activists accused the Syrian Security of being 

behind the assassination and put explosive bombs in the opposition 

controlled areas. Others said that the assassination events are due to 

liquidation operations by the Opposing themselves, but others accused 

the foreign intelligence, which are active in the southern Syria areas. It is 

referred that AGPS documented about 345 Palestinian victims from 

Daraa governorates including 31 from Al Muzareeb compound, where 

8500 Palestinian refugees live in Al Muzareeb compound.   

In addition, the Palestinian refugee Ali Abdul Rahman Ghazzal from 

Daraa Camp was missed while getting out from his house on August 26, 

2016, and no news about him until now. It is noted that Ali Ghazzal 

suffers from severe pain in the head that causes forgetfulness and poor 

memory.it is noteworthy to mention that the number of the Palestinian 

refugees who were missed since the beginning of the ongoing conflict in 

Syria reached 287 people, according to AGPS documentation.    
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In the same context, Syrian security continues arresting The Palestinian 

Doctor Hayel Humaid for 4 years after kidnapping him from his clinic in 

Yarmouk. Doctor Hayel was born in Dalata in old Palestine and he is 66 

years old. He works as a professor in the Medicine faculty in Damascus 

University, and worked as the head of surgical operations department in 

Al Asad hospital 

Doctor Hayel insisted to return to Yarmouk camp and to open a clinic to 

service his people but the Syrian Security arrested him from his clinic on 

August 13, 2012 in charge of giving treatment to wounded people. Since 

then, no one knows anything about his fate or the detention place. The 

Regular Army and the Syrian Security exposed the health staff and clinics 

in the camp to huge violations such as bombing the clinics and hospitals 

and targeting the ambulances in addition to detaining the medical staff. 

Dozens of doctors, nurses and paramedics died in the events.   

The Syrian Security forces have not revealed the fate of the Palestinian 

detainees and their numbers in the Syrian prisons. AGPS documented 

that there are 1100 Palestinians of Syria detainees and 449 died due to 

torture in the Syrian prisons.  

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 29\08\2016 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 

 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 
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 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 79,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid -2016 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC groups, continued for 1168 consecutive days. Power cut 

continued for more than 1229 days, water was cut for 718 days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 1021 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1213 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 872 days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


